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Introduction 
The i3070 4-module Inline In-Circuit Tester can test PCBAs up to 28 x 24 inches in size. But some 
business segments, such as the automotive and telecommunications industries, may use larger PCBA 
boards that are 29.5 x 25.6 inches (about 750 x 650 mm) in size. 

The i3070 4-module Inline In-Circuit Tester is capable of meeting the stated board size requirements with 
the i3070 10.20p software version. This application note describes how to change some of the key 
parameters within the software to create the fixturing and test programs to accommodate a larger PCBA 
board requirement. 

 

Figure 1. i3070 4 module Inline In-Circuit Tester 
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Test Development Alteration Process 
Before generating your fixture and test program, there are a few key parameters that you need to change 
within the Inline-4ModXLFullFixture file. You can locate the file in the following directory at 
C:\I3070_ICT\standard\fixture\components. 

The parameters that need to change are as follows 

 

 
ProbePlateMinY: -8.5275 (original value, no changes needed) 
ProbePlateMaxY:  17.7925 (original value is 15.4725) 
BoardMaxY: 25.6000 (original value is 24.0000)   
 
Rule: (ProbePlateMinY + ProbePlateMaxY) + 7200 >= BoardMaxY  
 

 

ProbePlateMaxY must be more than or equal to BoardMaxY + 7200 tenth mil (hard-coded number), 
minus ProbePlateMinY. This is to ensure compatibility between the two parameters.  

Next, the software algorithm checks the ProbeAreaMaxY parameter for the tooling pins. The tooling pins 
are required to be inside the probe area, and the Max probe area value must be equal to or smaller than 
the BoardMax value. If the defined value is too large, the software will prompt ERROR BPL99 and 
ERROR BPL100 (Full message in Appendix). 

 

 
ProbeAreaMinY: -7.6430 (original value, no changes needed) 
ProbeAreaMaxY:  17.0725 (original value is 14.887) 
 
Rule: (ProbeAreaMinY + ProbeAreaMaxY) <= BoardMaxY 

 
 

Although this is the only rule implied in the software algorithm,  it is advisable to include the board edge 
support in the probe area consideration and calculation. The first tooling should be at least x mm away. 

x = support edge (default is 3mm) + buffer (tooling pin radius) 
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Finally, use the Board Consultant Fixture Option Form, and select "Inline-4MODXL" for the Fixture Type, 
as shown in Figure 2. No changes are required to other parameters if the default value meets your board 
requirements. 

 

Figure 2. Fixture option form 
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Fixture Design Consideration 
To support a super large 750 x 650mm board size, and if the fixture kit is larger than the standard Full 
Bank fixture kit. It would be best to work with your preferred fixture vendor on the fixture mechanism 
design for the super large board.  

These are some of the key considerations for designing a super large board:  

1. The notion of an "extended" fixture is nothing new, as it is commonly utilized in offline ICT systems. 
The only difference is to design for the inline Press. To withstand the downward draw force of the 
conveyor rails when the air is released, it is necessary to increase the rigidity of the fixture probe 
plate's expanded region (rear side). 

2. If the sideways "extended" probe plate is required, please note the conveyor rail clearance and 
have your fixture provider mill away the probe plate for conveyor clearance, as shown in Figure 3  

3. Include the fixture handler to ease the loading and unloading while ensuring that it does not impede 
the movement of the conveyor. 

4. As indicated in Figure 4 below, the aluminum frame thickness of roughly 9.5mm or 3740 tenths mil 
may obstruct test probing access. To avoid compromising test coverage, consider moving the probe 
access from the bottom to the top. 

 

Conveyor rails dimension & clearance 

 
Figure 3. Conveyor clearance 
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Extended fixture kit coordinate (guideline) 

 

Figure 4. Fixture coordinate and Alu frame thickness 
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Conclusion 
The workaround discussed above demonstrates that the i3070 4-module inline in-circuit tester is capable 
of supporting larger PCBAs without changing the dimensions of the i3070. By making simple tweaks to 
the i3070 fixturing software, you can develop the test program and fixturing to support your test 
requirements, enabling you to test and work with PCBAs up to 29.5 x 25.6 inches in size (about 750 x 650 
mm). 

 

Appendix 
Error message: 

The probe area size defined in the fixture component file is too large. 

A user-defined fixture's maximum probe area size can not exceed 40 inches in either the X or Y 
dimension. Also, the probe area size must be equal to or less than the maximum board size. (ERROR 
BPL99) 

Errors were found in the fixture component file. Board placement cannot continue with fixture component 
errors. (ERROR BPL100) 
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